
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a security technical manager.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for security technical manager

Perform basic technical implementation tasks, such as customer configuration
updates and reviewing the quality of customer integrations
Conducting TSCM surveys and inspections to monitor for evasive radio
frequency signals, and perform a wide variety of physical and technical
security related functions at Abbott facilities inspecting for technical
penetrations, hazards, and physical security weaknesses that could result in
the unauthorized access to sensitive material and proprietary Intellectual
Property belonging to Abbot Laboratories
Lead assessment and communication of top security risks associated with
development and operational practices of EA games and platforms
Analyze & assess security engineering priorities and build programs to
mitigate significant risks
Build and drive programs to introduce or increase security automation &
tooling during key engineering processes while minimizing engineering
friction
Design centralized security consulting approach that responds to EA
engineering team needs for security guidance
Design & implement programs for centralized security technology, including
EA anti-cheat technology
Use data-driven approach (including leveraging ticketing and incident
response data) to focus security efforts effectively and measure their impact
Establish collaborative working relationships with engineering teams across

Example of Security Technical Manager Job
Description
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Produce written technical reports and develop presentations on security
activities

Qualifications for security technical manager

Proven ability in security infrastructure process and organizational design
Proficiency in working with IT and engineering teams to design, scope, and
shepherd features
Consistent track record of shipping products with broad customer impact
Bachelor's degree in computer science, engineering or a related technical
Ensure staff are trained and support development
BS in Engineering, Physical Science, Computer Science, or related technical
discipline


